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The HapMap Project 

 Produced genotypes for 3.5 million SNPs in 270 samples 
 Data show allele frequencies, haplotypes, and 

associations among the SNPs 
 Data were used to develop SNP  

chips for genome wide association 
    (GWAS) studies 
 Chips allow GWAS studies to find  

gene regions containing variants  
that affect health and disease 



www.genome.gov/GWAStudies 

Genetic Variants Associated 
with Disease Risk 



1000 Genomes in the Cloud 

 1000 Genomes Project  
   (www.1000genomes.org)  

– Leverages recent improvements in next generation 
sequencing technology 

– Largest set of data on human genetic variation 

 Data now freely available in Amazon’s cloud 
– 200 terabytes of data 
– Researchers who would not otherwise have capacity 

or computing systems now have access to this data 

Low coverage and exome sequencing  
now complete on 2500 samples! 



The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and the 
International Cancer Genomics Consortium 

 Comprehensive, collaborative effort to map genomic 
changes in major types, subtypes of cancer 

 NIH pilot (2006) expanded to 25 tumor types (2009) 
– Every case (tumor + germline) gets comprehensive 

characterization (SNP, exome, mi/RNAseq, methylation) 
– All data available pre-publication once quality controlled 
– 6,600+ cases now in pipeline 

• Seek to complete 11,000 by end of 2014 

 International Cancer Genomics Consortium further 
expands program to many other tumor types 

 Ultimate goal: improve our ability to diagnose, treat,  
and prevent cancer 



 Launched in 2003, to develop comprehensive  
catalog of functional elements in the 
human genome 
– Related model organism projects 

 Community resource project 
– All data free and available for immediate use 

 Update 2012: 30+ papers ─ including main  
findings, innovative access, in Nature 
– First global, detailed view of functional  

elements in human genome 

 

ENCODE: 
Encyclopedia of DNA Elements 

www.encodeproject.org 





Eric Green, Acting  Associate 
Director for Data Science 

Recent explosion of biomedical data  
 Challenge: find ways to optimize  

data that 
– Speed discovery and innovation 
– Improve nation’s health, economy 

 NIH responds to the challenge 
– New internal governing/oversight bodies 
– New trans-NIH initiative: Big Data to  

Knowledge (BD2K) 
– New leadership position: Associate  

Director for Data Science 

“Big Data”: Challenges for Biomedicine 
in an Era of Massive Data Sets 

Evelyn Hockstein for The New York Times 



Disorders with Known Molecular Basis 
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250 with 
therapy 



National Center for Advancing 
Translational Sciences (NCATS)  
Mission: 
To catalyze the generation of innovative methods and 
technologies that will enhance the development, testing, 
and implementation of diagnostics and therapeutics across 
a wide range of human diseases and conditions. 

http://ncats.nih.gov/ 







     Now   or   Then 



     Now   or   Then 

The ? project is bad science, it's unthought-
out science, it's hyped science. 



     Now   or   Then 

I believe the scientific paradigm underlying 
this ? project is, at best, out of date and at 
worst, simply wrong. 



     Now   or   Then 

Concentrating hundreds of millions of dollars 
on this one megaproject in the era of ? 
budget cuts is sure to starve hundreds of 
small, more promising biomedical research 
projects. 



     Now   or   Then 

In contrast to some areas of physics, which require 
extremely expensive facilities, biology does not 
have an obvious need for 'big science.' Our 
country's spectacular success in this area has 
depended in large part on the wide support of 
independent, investigator-initiated, peer-reviewed 
research. 



     Now   or   Then 

Creative science is bottom-up, not top-down. 
Are we talking about central planning inside 
the Beltway? 



     Now   or   Then 

It’s going to do absolutely no good to 
develop tools for a new generation of 
[scientists] if we in the process seriously 
damage that same generation of scientists. 



     Now   or   Then 

Arguments are made that the ? project will 
give birth to a new generation of 
technologies. What good will that do in the 
absence of individuals trained and capable of 
applying these technologies? 



     Now   or   Then 

The amount of money we ask to accomplish 
the task, $200 million a year, is commensurate 
with the project's role in the fight against many 
serious health problems. 



     Now   or   Then 

Everybody I talk to thinks this is an incredibly 
bad idea. 







Charting a Course for Genomic Medicine: 
Goals for the Next Ten Years 
 Make genomics-based diagnostics routine 
 Define genetic components of disease 
 Complete comprehensive characterization of  

cancer genomes 
 Devise practical systems for clinical  

genomic informatics 
 Uncover role of human microbiome  

in health, disease 



Achieving Our Goals by 2023 

 Understanding the biology of genomes, with 
– New, comprehensive catalogues of data 
– New tools for genomics research 
– Rapid, internationally harmonized data release 

 Bioinformatics and computational biology 
– Data analysis, integration 
– Visualization 

 Education and training 
– Outreach to public, healthcare providers 
– Preparing next generation of researchers 

 Genomics and society, addressing 
– Psychosocial, ethical issues 
– Legal, policy issues 

 



Personalized Medicine: 
A future dream  



Story of Hope 

 April 14, 2003: baby Hope is born 
– Family hears news of HGP completion 

 April  2013 
– Scientists celebrate 10th anniversary  

of HGP’s completion 
– Hope’s family celebrates her 10th 

 2023 
– Hope’s aunt dies at age 53 of heart failure 
– Family uses Surgeon General’s  

family medical history tool 
– Doctor encourages complete genome analysis for family 
– Hope’s risk of heart attack 3x > than normal 

• She commits herself to a healthy lifestyle  

Trait Risk 

Alzheimer’s Disease Average 

Breast Cancer Average 

Colon Cancer Low 

Heart Disease High 



Story of Hope 

 2053 
– A healthy Hope celebrates her 50th 

• Wears “smart shirt” regularly 
– Hope & family also celebrate HGP’s 50th 

 2071 
– Hope feels tightness in arm,  

assumes pulled muscle 
– Smart shirt calls emergency responders 
– Personalized drug therapy saves Hope 



Story of Hope 

 2103 
– Hope celebrates her 100th with a night of dancing 



Personalized Medicine: 
Could the dream become 
a nightmare? 



Hope’s Story Gone Wrong 

 2023: Hope’s aunt, 53, dies of a heart attack 
– No online tool for family medical history available 
– Hope’s doctor dismisses genome analysis 
– Unaware of elevated heart disease risk, Hope makes unhealthy 

life choices 

 2038: Hope diagnosed with high blood pressure 
– Pharmacogenomics would have determined best drug for her  
– Instead receives drug that causes hypersensitivity reaction; 

stops treatment 



Hope’s Story Gone Wrong – continued 

 2038–2052: Hope eats an unhealthy diet, gains weight 
 2053: Hope, gardening, feels tightness in her arm 

– No smart shirt; doctor dismisses it as pulled muscle 
– Taken to ER 3 hours later in cardiogenic shock 

• Given “standard” therapy – unable to metabolize prodrug 
• Hope dies. She was just 50 years old. 

 



The essential goal of  
genomic medicine 

Keep Hope Alive! 



 
NIH… 
 Turning Discovery Into Health® 
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